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Wellfleet Bay Wildlife Sanctuary, South Wellfleet. Photo by Dennis Welsh.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mass Audubon protects more than 38,000 acres of land throughout Massachusetts, saving birds and other wildlife, and making nature accessible to all. As Massachusetts’ largest nature conservation nonprofit, we welcome more than a half million visitors a year to our wildlife sanctuaries and 20 nature centers. From inspiring hilltop views to breathtaking coastal landscapes, serene woods, and working farms, we believe in protecting our state’s natural treasures for wildlife and for all people—a vision shared in 1896 by our founders, two extraordinary Boston women.Today, Mass Audubon is a nationally recognized environmental education leader, offering thousands of camp, school, and adult programs that get over 225,000 kids and adults outdoors every year. With more than 135,000 members and supporters, we advocate on Beacon Hill and beyond, and conduct conservation research to preserve the natural heritage of our beautiful state for today’s and future generations. We welcome you to explore a nearby sanctuary, find inspiration, and get involved. Learn how at massaudubon.org. 



Shaping The Future of Your Community Program
Created in 2009 to implement Losing Ground recommendations

Assists the fastest-developing 
communities chart a more 
sustainable future

 Customized workshops
 Technical assistance
 Planning advice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sprawl frontier, focus on Blackstone and Taunton watersheds – rapidly growing, extensive important natural resourcesSprawling dvpHelp the fastest-developing communities chart a more sustainable future through customized community workshops and direct assistance



Development is sprawling
www.massaudubon.org/losingground

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We continue to see development concentrated around and beyond the Rt 495 belt and along transportation corridors, notably the Mass Pike and Route 2.We call these areas of most intense development pressure the Sprawl Frontier.



What’s The Problem?

Source: EPA

Impervious 
surface

RunoffSprawling 
development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As rain falls to the ground and isn’t able to be soaked up by natural vegetation, it flows over impervious surfaces such as roads and parking lots and into the storm drain. As we create more impervious surfaces, we increase our stormwater problems. 



We Need to Change Course
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note mosquito increases with standing stormwater
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then we have climate change, which is driving increased precipitation both on average and during individual storm events,Which creates [click] stormwater management and water quality issues and can lead to flooding and infrastructure damageClimate change is also driving [click] temperature increases, which in turn increase the incidence of [click] heat-related illnesses and puts added stress on our natural environmentsAdd to all this the threat of sprawling development [click], and what do we get?[click] Increased hard or impervious surfaces, which exacerbate [click] the issues we are already facing because of increased precipitation and also [click] contribute to the urban heat island effect, leading to more heat-related illness and ecosystem stress



Protect what we have & develop smarter

Dual Threat - What do we do about it?

Development is 
going to happen, 
but we can do it 

sustainably.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we have this dual threat of storms and flooding damaging our infrastructure, while the way we develop is exacerbating these issues.What can we do about it? We protect what we have and develop smarter!Who here has heard the term “green infrastructure” before?GI can be defined in different ways, but this is one I really like – “GI refers to ecological systems, both natural and engineered, that act as living infrastructure”. It’s really all of the natural landscapes around us that provide us with free ecosystem services like the ones that I mentioned earlier – and LID is a form of GI.So, when thinking about sustainable land use planning in the context of climate change, we want toConserve – this image shows a conventional subdivision vs. a conservation subdivision, which uses flexible lot sizes to allow for shared open space protection within the subdivision.Integrate LID – curb cuts allow stormwater to flow into this bioswale and infiltrate rather than running offRestore – this is the Education Center at BMB Sanctuary where I work, which was redeveloped several years ago, and incorporated a rain garden which treats stormwater runoff from our parking lot before it enters the storm drain, contributing to better water quality in the Brook



Green Infrastructure (GI)

Natural features (or engineered 
structures built to mimic natural 
features) that perform critical 
natural processes, such as:

Nature based solutions (NBS) and 
low impact development (LID)
are actions or strategies that protect, 
restore, and/or manage GI

• managing surface and 
groundwater flows

• capturing and treating 
stormwater

• protecting water and air quality
• providing resilience
• protecting public health

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A great thing about low impact development is its diversity – it can really be done at any scale from the most rural communities to urbanOur work with towns largely focuses on the center – integrating LID into development wherever possibleTowns often come up across barriers when trying to encourage more widespread adoption of these techniques, however, because their local zoning and subdivision regulations reflect the conventional development practices and discourage or, oftentimes, prohibit LID techniques…so how do we help towns overcome this?...



Conserve natural GI
already providing critical 
natural processes

Integrate LID into new 
and re-development to 
protect and manage GI

Restore resilience in 
urban areas through 
engineered GI solutions

Nature based solutions at every scale
NBS protect, restore, and/or manage existing ecological systems, or 
mimic natural processes, to protect public health and resilience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A great thing about low impact development is its diversity – it can really be done at any scale from the most rural communities to urbanOur work with towns largely focuses on the center – integrating LID into development wherever possibleTowns often come up across barriers when trying to encourage more widespread adoption of these techniques, however, because their local zoning and subdivision regulations reflect the conventional development practices and discourage or, oftentimes, prohibit LID techniques…so how do we help towns overcome this?...



Low Impact Development (LID)

• Treats water as a 
resource, not just a waste 
product

• Manages stormwater as 
close to its source as 
possible

• Preserves natural 
landscape by recreating 
natural features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One approach that many communities have adopted is what’s known as Low Impact Development.



A Different Direction: Greening Your 
Community

Sustainable 
development

Increased 
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James C. Engberg

CNT



Rain gardens
Green roofs

Permeable 
pavement

Low Impact Development (LID)
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Presentation Notes
Address question: Our city can/will not maintain typical "rain gardens". My understanding is that grassy swales can be equally effective?-Rain garden (capture, infiltration) vs swale (redirect, pollutant/sediment capture)-rain gardens come in all shapes, sizes, complexities to fit your site – biggest concern is whether can handle water volume (size and soil)-low maintenance solutions 



You get what you zone for

Communities often unintentionally 
discourage LID by…

• Requiring large lots, strict 
dimensional requirements

• Requiring wide, curbed roads
• Requiring non-native species
• Not prioritizing LID or 

preservation of natural features



Avoid sprawl through smart zoning and 
regulations
1. Protect natural resources and open 

space
2. Promote efficient, compact 

development patterns and infill
3. Smart designs that reduce overall 

imperviousness
4. Adopt GI Stormwater management 

provisions (LID)
5. Encourage efficient parking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Determine local priorities and make sure zoning and regulations accurately reflect those prioritiesThere are lots of opportunities and choices when it comes to climate-smart development



Give your community the LID tune-up with 
Mass Audubon’s Bylaw Review Tool



See how your regulations stack up 
against best practices



Identify contradictions and prioritize updates



Go after the low hanging fruits

• Identify greatest potential for impact
• Administrative vs. town meeting changes
• Prioritize what's important to the community

• Don't 
reinvent the 
wheel!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Determine local priorities and make sure zoning and regulations accurately reflect those prioritiesThere are lots of opportunities and choices when it comes to climate-smart development



Get the tool and the fact sheets at: 
massaudubon.org/lidcost



Additional resources at
massaudubon.org/valueofnature



Additional Resources

SNEPNetwork.org

web.uri.edu/nemo/

greeninfrastructureri.org

Low Impact Development Toolkit



LID in practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Determine local priorities and make sure zoning and regulations accurately reflect those prioritiesThere are lots of opportunities and choices when it comes to climate-smart development
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LID in practice
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